Variant Calling pipeline for Next Generation Sequence Data – A review
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ABSTRACT: Next generation sequencing (NGS) is of great significance for genetic improvement. Some of the most common application of NGS is the identification of the genomic variants, genes and sequence mutations. Mining of genomic variants such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from raw sequences involves several steps and use of numerous bioinformatics tools in a systematic manner. This paper reviews the components of a pipeline that calls SNPs from NGS data. The SNP calling pipeline includes base calling, quality checks, reads trimming, alignment of the quality reads to the reference genome, quality score recalibration, visualization and SNP identification. The final step of the pipeline is making biological sense out of the SNPs data, which involves filtering and annotation of the candidates SNPs.
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INTRODUCTION

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) also referred to as high-throughput sequencing, involves whole genome, specific genomic region, whole-exome or RNA sequencing. The NGS generated a lot of data which has enabled scientists to examine genomic variants such as insertions, deletions (Xi et al., 2010), single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and sequence mutations that are likely to be the causal of phenotypic variations. Single nucleotide polymorphism is the most common genomic variant that provides abundant source of genomic variation. Some of the most common application of SNPs is the studying of heritable variations (Suh and Vijg, 2005), causal genes for Mendelian diseases (Sohyun et al., 2015), mutations appropriate for diagnosis and therapy (Pabinger et al., 2014), population genetics such as phylogeography (Keim and Wagner, 2009), genome-wide associations (Nelson et al., 2014) and genomic selection. SNP-based studies rely on accurate and consistent identification of SNPs. SNP calling process from raw NGS sequences encompasses several steps and use of numerous bioinformatics tools in a systematic manner. This paper reviews the general steps and bioinformatics tools used in the pipeline that calls SNPs from NGS data and making sense out of the identified SNPs.

STEPS IN THE SNP CALLING PIPELINE

Base calling

The standard principle for NGS technologies is sequencing by synthesis. Synthesis procedure involves capturing of fluorescence images and converting into nucleotide bases to generate reads (Nielsen et al., 2011). In this process, the sequencing machines will generate errors (Altmann et al., 2012). Base calling involves estimation of sequence reads errors generated during sequencing (Nielsen et al. 2011). Estimation of the errors is usually performed by the sequencing platform using their base calling software. Errors are expressed as Phred-like quality score, which gives the expected error probability of each base call, based on the noise estimates arising from image analysis (Nielsen et al., 2011). Phred-like quality scores are calculated using the formula:

\[ Q_{phred} = -10 \times \log_{10} P(\text{error}) \]

where \( P \) is the probability of an incorrect base call (Pavlopoulos et al., 2013). The Phred-like scores range is 1 to 60, where a Phred score of 10, 20 and 30 represents
the accuracy of 90%, 99% and 99.9% respectively.

Quality control/trimming

Generally, all the NGS sequencing platforms do quality control checks using their base calling software and provide a summary of the data quality for the bases in the sequence reads. Although the sequencing platforms provide quality scores, there can be quality issues in sequencing. Minimizing base call errors and subsequent improvement of the accuracy of the base quality score is essential in detection of polymorphism (Nielsen et al., 2011). Therefore, quality of the generated reads needs to be checked using softwares such as prinseq (Schmieder and Edwards, 2011), shrimp2 (David et al., 2011), piqa (Martinez-Alcantara et al. 2009) or fastqc (Andrews 2010). Identified low quality read can be trimmed using a sickle (Joshi and Fass, 2011), htqc toolkit (Xi et al., 2013), solexaqa (Cox et al., 2010) or bigpre (Zhang et al., 2011).

Read mapping or Alignment

After checking quality, high-quality reads are aligned onto the reference sequences. Alignment is crucial in variant detection. Wrong alignment of the reads may result in artificial divergences from the reference sequences and consequently errors in variant calling (Nielsen et al., 2011; Altmann et al., 2012). In most cases, the accuracy of alignment relies on the alignment tool used and their corresponding settings (Altmann et al., 2012). Most common alignment tools used are either hash-based algorithms such as MAQ (Li et al., 2008b) and Stampy (Li et al. 2008a) or data compression algorithms (Burrows-Wheeler transform) like Bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009), SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009c) and BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009). These aligners generate alignments in sequence alignment map (SAM) which is converted to its binary version (BAM format). The SAM and BAM formats are the quasi-standards for storing information for the aligned sequences. The SAM and BAM files are manipulated using tools such as SAMtools (Li et al., 2009a), Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) (McKenna et al. 2010) or Picard (http://picard.sourceforge.net). After the alignment step, success rate and the quality of mapped reads are usually checked by computing mapping statistics such as mean quality, quality score distribution and a fraction of reads mapped successfully. Statistics are generated using software like SAMtools and Picard. The next step is the visual inspection of the alignments. Visualization reveals the success of sequencing. Visualization is done using software tools such as GenomeView (Abeel et al., 2012), Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) (Robinson et al., 2011) and savant (Fiume et al., 2010).

Processing of aligned reads

Alignment post-processing step in the SNP calling pipeline involves removal of artifacts and duplicate reads using SAMtools or Picard. Presences of artifacts and duplicates will bias the SNP calling. Indels (insertions and deletions) are also identified and realigned the reads using GATK or SMRA (Homer and Nelson, 2010). Presence of indels may be mistaken as SNP (false SNP) in the subsequent analysis (Altmann et al., 2012).

Recalibration of per-base quality scores

Sequencing error rates predicted by the sequencing platforms using base-calling algorithms may not truly reflect the true base-calling errors, resulting in potential wrong SNP calls (Li et al., 2009b). Phred score values have been found to have intrinsic errors resulting in a deviation from the real sequencing errors (Nielsen et al. 2011). Therefore, there is a necessity to recalibrate the initial quality scores to improve the accuracy of the called variants (DePristo et al., 2011; Zook et al., 2012). Software used in base quality scores recalibration include SOAPsnp (Li et al., 2009b) and GATK.

Single nucleotide polymorphism calling

Single nucleotide polymorphism calling also called variant calling implies finding SNPs in the NGS data using SNP calling software. Algorithms for identifying SNPs vary in their approach. Some algorithms find SNPs based on the number of high confidence base calls that are not in agreement with the reference sequence (Olson et al., 2015). Other variant callers use likelihood ratio tests, Bayesian method or machine learning statistical methods that consider allele frequencies, base and quality scores to call SNPs (Nielsen et al., 2011; Pabinger et al., 2014). The most commonly used SNP callers are SAMtools, GATK, Freebayes (Garrison and Marth, 2012), VarScan (Koboldt et al., 2009), cortex_var (iqbal et al., 2012), VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011) and Torrent Variant Caller (https://www.thermofisher.com). The end result of SNP calling is the collection of SNPs in a standard file called Variant Call Format (VCF) which is generated by SNP callers.

Filtering and annotation of SNP candidates

In the SNP identification step, the posterior probabilities calculated from each site may deviate from the true value due to errors (Nielsen et al., 2011). Therefore, additional filtering is applied to improve SNP calls by removing false positive SNPs and SNP calling artifacts. Filtering can be based on the posterior probabilities, read depth, quality scores differences between major and minor alleles, linkage disequilibrium patterns, strand biases and deviation from Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (Nielsen et al., 2011; Altmann et al., 2012). VCFtools, GATK and
SAMtools are tools commonly used in filtering SNPs. The final step of the pipeline is making biological sense out of the called SNPs, which involves carrying out annotation to predict their potential effects or functions. Annotation of SNPs involves extraction of biological information base on nucleic acid and protein sequence. Commonly used annotation tools are SNPeff (Cingolani et al., 2012), VEP: Variant Effect Predictor (McLaren et al., 2010), ANNOVAR (Wang et al., 2010), PolyPhen-2 (Adzhubei et al., 2010), SIFT (Ng and Henikoff, 2003) and FAST-SNP (Saa and Nielsen, 2016).

CONCLUSION

This paper provides useful guidelines for reliable SNP calling from NGS data to the annotation of the identified SNPs. SNP calling is a multistep process involving several bioinformatics tools. As such, SNP calling has to be carried out using steps, methods and tools that have been tested and benchmarked.
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